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Chapter 8: Discussion 

The previous chapters detailed the analysis of traumatic injuries of the skeletal 

material and their burial context.  Patterns emerged from these analyses affect 

understanding of Iron Age violence and warfare. There are clear differences 

between the material from East Yorkshire and Hampshire with regard to the 

level and distribution of violence-related traumatic injuries.  However, the data 

from the mortuary context analysis may indicate that these differences are 

superficial and perhaps biased by the patterns of burial.  

 

8.1 Regional Patterns of Violence 
 

8.1.1 Wetwang Slack 
 
The analysis of skeletal material from Wetwang Slack showed that 21% of the 

population had at least one traumatic injury.  The injuries were primarily 

accidental healed fractures and are consistent with an agricultural lifestyle.  

Only eleven of 435 individuals (2.5%) have violence-related injuries.  Of these 

eleven individuals, four (36%) had sharp force injuries that are consistent with 

bladed weapons such as swords or daggers, one (9%) had a penetrating injury 

that may have been a bladed weapon or a spear, one individual from a chariot 

burial had a healed injury from a bladed weapons such as a sword, dagger or 

axe, two (18%) individuals had small depressed fractures of unknown origin, 

two had blunt force injuries to the nasal bone and one had a parry fracture.  

These types of injuries are consistent with the weaponry found at the site 
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(swords, spears).  The majority of affected individuals are male, with only two 

females showing injuries.  There was no distinction in burial type or grave 

inclusions for individuals with violence-related injuries, with the exception of the 

male chariot burial (453). 

 

Though some of the weapons found at sites across Britain are highly decorated 

and may have had a part in ritual performances, the skeletal evidence for 

wounds inflicted by the same or very similar weapons indicates that they had a 

functional role as well.  The presence of sharp force traumatic injuries possibly 

attributed to swords on several individuals from Wetwang Slack indicates that 

these weapons were used by a small number of the population.  The chariot 

burial individual (453), who suffered a severe blow to the head, was clearly 

involved in a violent encounter with a bladed weapon.  He is then interred with a 

sword and shield further cementing his association with violence.  It is unclear, 

however, what type of violent encounter in which he had participated.  The ritual 

performance and functional use of these weapons may have been very closely 

intertwined and it is possible the injuries were the result of ritualized combat, 

competition or some type of duelling.   

 

Sword wounds in particular may be indicative of competition or ritualized 

combat.  The production of a sword is a very specialized craft requiring expert 

knowledge in order to produce a weapon that is light, strong and in some cases, 

highly decorated (Kristiansen 2002; Stead 2006).  The materials and time that 

are involved in creating a sword may restrict its distribution to only a select few.  
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Swords are often associated with warrior prowess and honour, even given 

names to increase their fame and supernatural potential (Kristiansen 2002: 

330).  To be an effective weapon, the sword requires hand-to-hand combat.  

This type of combat allows an individual to stand out in skill and bravery.  

Spears, though also labour intensive to create, are more numerous and 

probably more readily available than swords.  They would have been 

advantageous in battle, producing a volley against oncoming enemies (Cunliffe 

2004: 534).  Caesar (The Gallic War, 4.24) describes the Britons casting 

missiles from their chariots during their attack on the Romans.  Spears would 

allow a community to arm a larger number of people to more easily defend a 

settlement.  Seven spears are found in the chariot burial (453) and one is found 

in a cemetery burlal (211) making them the most numerous weapons at 

Wetwang Slack (compared to three swords).   Despite this, there is only one 

individual with an injury that could potentially be caused by a spear (burial 152), 

though the wound is non-diagnostic.  There are four individuals with injuries that 

are consistent with bladed weapons such as a sword.  The dominance of 

possible sword injuries indicates that more individuals are participating in hand-

to-hand style combat possibly akin to ritual combat, competition or duelling.   

 

The performance and displays of martial prowess may have effectively 

channelled tensions and aggression into non-lethal combat and competition, or 

the reputation of these weapon-wielders kept opportunistic raiders at bay (Giles 

2008).   This may account for the low number of violent injuries in the East 

Yorkshire material, the stylized weaponry, chariot burials and warrior imagery.  
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In order for this type of system to work, the warrior reputation would have to be 

maintained by occasional engagement in combat and performances to 

emphasize the martial qualities of an individual or community (Giles 2008: 68).  

These rituals or competitions may result in non-serious injuries, and be reflected 

in the healed injuries present on some individuals.  The presence of healed 

injuries, however, does not necessarily indicate that the combat was non-lethal.  

At least one individual (114) may have died as a result of his injuries and 

another (094) died within weeks of receiving a sharp force injury to his 

mandible.  Non-lethal violence has the potential to spiral out of control if 

tensions are high (Schulting 2006: 228).   

 

The only aspect of warrior ideology that seems to be missing from East 

Yorkshire is the wide spread use of “warrior burial.”  Weapons are found in a 

few cemeteries from East Yorkshire during the Iron Age, but at Wetwang Slack 

only two out of the 433 general cemetery burials contain weaponry.  The males 

in chariot burials have swords, shields and spears, but they are the result of 

complex ritual performances and do not have a simple explanation (Parker 

Pearson 1999).  Even if all of the East Yorkshire burials that contained weapons 

were straightforward examples of warrior burials, they still occur only rarely.  

They are not as numerous as warrior burials from later periods such as those 

from the Anglo-Saxon cemeteries (Härke 1990).  It is not clear why weapons 

are not being interred in graves during the Iron Age in East Yorkshire.  Harding 

(2006) noticed a similar lack of weapon burials for some areas of Late Bronze 

Age Europe and suggested that it was due to a rise of personal display and 
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combat or duelling.  Fighting was intimately connected with ritual performance 

(i.e. deposition of weapons in wet places and non-functional “parade” armour).  

A possible result of this ritualization of combat was that weapons were removed 

from the personal sphere and placed in a ritual one, making their deposition in 

burials inappropriate (ibid.).   

 

Other East Yorkshire sites have evidence of interpersonal violence that follows 

a similar pattern to that seen at Wetwang Slack (i.e. a predominance of sharp 

force injuries to the cranium).  Danes Graves has at least two individuals with 

sharp force injuries to the cranium.  One is a possible female, aged 40-50 years 

at the time of death, with a healed sharp force injury to the frontal bone.  The 

other is indeterminate adult, aged 30-45 years at the time of death, with a cut 

mark 38 mm long on the left parietal (Dent 1983: 125).  Acklam has a male, 

aged 30-40 at the time of death, with evidence of at least five perimortem sharp 

force injuries on the back and left side of the cranium.  He was buried with a 

sword that had been purposefully bent before interment (Giles and King 

forthcoming). Burton Flemming has three individuals found with spears in the 

chest and stomach regions.  There is no description of wounds, but the spears 

have been interpreted as causing the individuals’ deaths (Stead 1979: 15; Dent 

1983: 125).  Like Wetwang Slack, the evidence for interpersonal violence 

occurs only rarely in the burial population, but its presence at several sites 

indicates that violent encounters were not unknown.  The dominance of sharp 

force injuries to the cranium consistent with sword trauma is indicative of hand-
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to-hand combat and potentially associated with ritual performance or 

competition.   

 

8.1.2 Hampshire 
 

The results of the analysis of skeletal material from Hampshire revealed higher 

levels of perimortem violence-related injury.  Out of 100 contexts for human 

remains, there were eleven individuals with violence-related traumatic injuries 

(11%).  These injuries were predominately sharp force injuries that affect both 

the cranial and post-cranial elements.  The majority of individuals affected are 

male and are associated with special burial contexts (isolated burials, pits).  In 

the cemetery population of Suddern Farm, there are three individuals out of 47 

(6%) that have healed depressed fractures on the cranium that may be the 

result of slingstone injuries. 

 

The Hampshire sites in this study had more perimortem violence-related trauma 

identified (45% of violence-related injuries) than in the East Yorkshire material 

(9%).  Like the East Yorkshire material, however, it was primarily sharp force 

injuries, consistent with the use of swords.  However, the cemetery contexts 

lacked any of the perimortem sharp force trauma.  It was all associated with 

special contexts such as pit depositions or isolated burials.  Though it is clear 

that there was a relationship between special contexts and perimortem injuries, 

the meaning behind the relationship is less clear.  These individuals may have 
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been killed in combat, or they may have been deliberately killed in some type of 

ritual performance, such as executions or sacrifice or both.   

 

It was suggested above that the East Yorkshire material might be explained 

through ritual combat, competition, or duelling.  If the same is true for the 

individuals with perimortem injuries in Hampshire, then perhaps their deaths 

resulting from these events caused tension in the community.  If martial displays 

were required as part of their warrior identity, then perhaps being defeated in 

such displays polluted that identity so that they had to be separated from the 

rest of the community.  The violent deaths might also have imbued their body 

with ritual significance that could be harnessed through deposition in pits with 

other objects of ritual importance.  

 

The other explanation for the association between perimortem injuries and 

special contexts is that these individuals were killed specifically for placement in 

pits.  Sacrifice has been suggested for the bog bodies that appear in the Late 

Iron Age and Early Romano-British period (Ross 1986; Aldhouse-Green 2005: 

158).   The parallels between the human and complete animal burials placed in 

pits are perhaps because they share similar symbolic identities (Hill 1995: 105-

106).  The individuals being sacrificed can be members of the community, ritual 

or spiritual figures, or they may be from outside the group (i.e. captives or 

slaves) (Aldhouse-Green 2005).   
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Slave chains have been found in votive deposits from the Iron Age such as Llyn 

Cerrig Bach in Anglesey (Aldhouse Green 2004; Aldhouse-Green 2005), and 

slaves have been suggested as a possible export from Britain to the continent 

(Cunliffe 2004: 127).  If slaves were present in Hampshire during the Iron Age, 

they may have been used in sacrifices.  An ethnographic parallel for this can be 

seen among the Indians of the northwest coast of North America, where slavery 

was a common practice (Donald 1997).  Slaves were usually acquired through 

raids on neighbouring communities (ibid. 106).  Once a slave, individuals were 

considered of the lowest status and used as servants.  During certain ritual 

ceremonies, especially the funeral feast of a tribal leader, slaves were often 

killed to satisfy community practices regarding the redistribution of wealth and to 

serve their master in the afterlife (ibid. 165-170).  Arab sources chronicling 

Viking burials also describe the ritual killing of slaves as part of the funeral 

process (Taylor 2002: 186-188;  2005: 230). 

 

There may be a similar practice occurring in Hampshire during the Iron Age.  

However, in the case of the northwest coast of North America, the majority of 

slaves were women and children, as men were considered difficult to handle 

and prone to escape (Donald 1997: 81).  They also tended to be the opponents 

in battle and likely to be killed in the conflict (ibid.).  In the Hampshire sample in 

this study, there were many juvenile remains placed in pits, but most of these 

were infants.  All of the identifiable adult remains were male, including the three 

complete burials.   
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Another explanation is that these individuals were war captives.  All of the 

complete pit burials are males aged 18-35 at the time of death.  This is the main 

demographic associated with interpersonal violence (Hussain et al. 1994).  

Captives may be taken from raids or formal battles and brought back to the 

community.  In some cases they may become slaves, but in other cases, as 

amongst the Iroquois of eastern North America, they may be tortured and killed 

(Knowles 1940; Aldhouse-Green 2005).  This has been suggested as an 

explanation for some of the Danebury material (Aldhouse-Green 2005; Craig et 

al. 2005). 

 

The execution or torture of war captives may be the most compelling theory to 

explain the relationship between violence and burial contexts in Hampshire. The 

demographic data seem to support this.   However, more information regarding 

the identity of these individuals is needed.  An isotopic analysis of the pit burials 

would be helpful and could perhaps demonstrate whether the individuals were 

local or non-local.  If non-local, they may have been captives or slaves.  

Additionally, the sample population should be expanded in order to determine 

whether this is a pattern specific to Hampshire, or whether it has broader 

implications.   

 

Examples of perimortem injuries have been recorded at several sites from 

around Britain during this period.  Hillfort examples include sites such as Sutton 

Walls (Herefordshire), Maiden Castle (Dorset) and Danebury (Hampshire).  

Sutton Walls was excavated by Kathleen M. Kenyon between 1948 and 1951.  
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It is an Iron Age camp completely enclosed by ramparts.  In a ditch at the west 

entrance, excavators uncovered 24 skeletons.  Some of the remains had 

evidence for wounds and decapitation (Kenyon 1953: 9).  Kenyon described 

them as being thrown in the ditch shortly after the ditch was recut (ibid. 4).  

There are no radiocarbon dates for this material, but it has been identified as 

late Iron Age, by the excavators, possibly local warriors killed defending the site 

from Roman soldiers.  Though it is not certain if the individuals were fighting the 

Romans or a neighbouring tribe, the single episode of deposition along with the 

presence of sharp force trauma would suggest that they are battle casualties or 

captives.   

 

Maiden Castle Hillfort was recently re-analyzed by Redfern (2006).  She 

identified high rates of violence-related traumatic injuries on both males and 

females at Maiden Castle.  The males showed evidence of healed sharp force 

injuries as well as perimortem sharp force injuries, indicating repeated 

involvement in violent encounters.  Some females had healed violence-related 

injuries, in addition to perimortem injuries, suggesting that they may have been 

combatants (Redfern 2008a).  Redfern (2008b) also analyzed the disarticulated 

material from Maiden Castle and Gussage All Saints (Dorest) and found that 

there was an association between perimortem violence-related injuries and the 

disarticulated material.  Much like the examples from Hampshire, the majority of 

individuals in the Dorest samples were male (ibid.) 
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Danebury was excavated by Cunliffe between 1969 – 1978 and the human 

remains were originally published in a monograph (Cunliffe 1984).  Human 

remains were found in 98 pits, two postholes and ten stratified contexts behind 

the ramparts (Walker 1984: 442).  A subsample of the remains were reanalyzed 

by Craig (1999; Craig et al. 2005) and perimortem fracturing, cut marks and 

chop marks were identified as well as twelve individuals with sword injuries 

(Craig et al. 2005: 171).  According to Craig et. al. the evidence suggests that 

the individuals found in pits at Danebury are war captives or vanquished foes 

(ibid. 176).  

 

8.1.3 The cemetery evidence 
 

The cemetery populations from Wetwang Slack and Suddern Farm show some 

striking similarities.  The demographic profiles of both are very similar, with the 

exception of high rates of infant burials from Suddern Farm.  The cemeteries 

have similar overall frequencies of traumatic injuries, 21% for Wetwang Slack 

and 13% for Suddern Farm.  The injuries from both sites are predominantly 

healed.  The violence-related injuries at Wetwang Slack are mainly sharp force 

cranial injuries.  At Suddern Farm cemetery, they are mainly small, depressed 

fractures of the cranium that may have been caused by slingstones. 

 

Wetwang Slack clearly represents a majority burial rite for the community who 

used it.  It would be difficult to compare the patterns observed at Wetwang 

Slack with the Hampshire material if not for the cemetery at Suddern Farm.  The 
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Isolated burials, Pit burials and Other contexts probably represent special 

depositional contexts different from a normative burial tradition.  It would be 

difficult to identify whether the observed variation in violence patterns are the 

result of different combat practices or simply a bias in mortuary behaviour.  

However, the inclusion of the Suddern Farm cemetery material allows for the 

direct comparison of two very similar burial practices. 

 

As shown in the previous chapter, the demographic distribution demonstrates  

only slight differences in age distribution due to the large number infants at 

Suddern Farm.  Males and females occur in relatively equal numbers at both 

sites.  Overall, the frequency of traumatic injuries is not significantly different 

between the sites and the injuries identified at both sites are primarily well-

healed at the time of death.  However, Suddern Farm has a higher rate of 

violence-related injuries.  These are predominately healed depressed fractures 

on the crania, which may be the result of slingstone injuries.  This is distinctly 

different from the profile of injuries at Wetwang Slack where sharp force injuries 

are more common, though two individuals at Wetwang Slack also have small, 

depressed fractures on their occipitals. 

 

It is important to note that cranial depressed fractures can also be caused by 

blunt instruments, such as clubs, or by accidental falls.  These possible causes 

are considered part of the differential diagnosis for these lesions.  However, 

accidental cranial injuries tend to be diverse in size and shape reflecting the 

random nature of their occurrence (Walker 1989: 318).  The injuries recorded 
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for these populations are either circular or ovular and similar in size.  

Additionally, though many “tools” can be used as blunt weapons, the only 

recognized blunt weapons from this period are projectiles in the forms of 

pebbles and sling stones found at many sites across England.  For this reason, 

these lesions are interpreted as possible sling stone injuries.  

 

The presence of possible slingstone trauma in the south may indicate a different 

type of violent conflict was taking place.  At Wetwang Slack, the majority of 

injuries were inflicted by swords, which were labour intensive to create and 

were probably restricted in their distribution.  The sling is perhaps a weapon for 

a different and potentially larger set of combatants.  Slings are relatively easy to 

construct and though some sling shot can be made of baked clay to specific 

shapes, river cobbles can be just as effective (Finney 2006: 6), making this a 

weapon that can be used by a larger number of people, particularly if the 

access to more labour intensive weaponry is restricted.  Slings have been used 

historically and ethnographically as a tool for hunting, and shepherding (Greep 

1987; Perles 2001: 229).  Among the Incan herders of the Altiplano, both men 

and women were trained to use it for herding and battle (Dransart 1988: 65). 

 

Large caches of sling stones, sometimes numbering in the tens of thousands, 

have been found at hillforts throughout England, such as Maiden Castle 

(Dorset), Danebury (Hampshire), and Hod Hill (Dorset) (Greep 1987; Finney 

2006: 6; Armit 2007: 6).  They are also found at many non-hillfort sites as well, 

such as Glastonbury (Somerset) and Meare Lake Village (Dorset) (Greep 
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1987). According to Greep (1987: 194), sling stones were identified at 23 Iron 

Age sites in central southern England.  This availability and distribution 

suggests that more people had access to this type of weapon.  The ability to 

quickly arm a large number of people may indicate larger scale warfare or 

frequent need to defend a settlement.  They could be used both as a weapon 

with a highly accurate aim, but they would also be able to produce an effective 

volley of stones that might keep an enemy at bay (i.e. suppressive fire).  If an 

individual was highly trained, it is possible to get good accuracy with a sling; 

they have been used by Native American groups to hunt turkeys, bobcats, and 

even young cougars (Anschuetz 2007: 56).     

 

A strike to the head by a stone travelling at high speed could considerably injure 

or even kill an individual (Redfern 2009: 404).  At the very least, such an impact 

would probably stun the person and could incapacitate them long enough to for 

their opponent to gain an advantage.  The healed injuries that have been 

suggested as slingstone injuries in this thesis all occur to the fronto-parietal.  

This suggests that the blows were not straight on and the individuals could have 

survived because of the oblique angle at which the stone struck or that they 

may have had some kind of protective head covering, thus diminishing the 

energy of the blow allowing the cranial bones to absorb it without too much 

damage.   

 

These findings indicate that violence was definitely present in both areas, 

though perhaps executed differently.  One of the main distinctions, the higher 
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rates of violent trauma in the south, is more problematic to assess.  It may imply 

that people in this area were more frequently engaged in conflicts than those 

buried in East Yorkshire.  However, the special burial contexts associated with 

perimortem injuries in Hampshire suggest that individuals dying in violent 

conflicts were perhaps separated from the rest of the burial population.  If this is 

the case in East Yorkshire as well, there may be more conflict than is apparent 

from the cemetery burials.   

 

8.2 Is it Warfare? 
 
In Chapter 2, evidence for Iron Age warfare was provided from documentary 

sources (Caesar, The Gallic War), settlements (enclosures, hillforts), and 

artefacts (swords, slingstones, warrior figures).  The goal of this study was to 

analyze skeletal populations from two different regions in order to answer 

questions about warfare from this period and add to these other lines of 

evidence.  The results provide unequivocal evidence for interpersonal violence, 

but is it warfare?  The definition used for this thesis is from Ferguson (1984: 5) 

and has three main elements:   

- it is a group action  

- it is against another group  

- it involves the actual or potential use of lethal force.   

 

Does the above evidence match this definition?  The mortuary behaviour from 

these two regions would support the idea of group-sanctioned violence.  The 

manufacturing of stylized weapons and weapon burials suggest the presence of 
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a warrior identity that is supported and encouraged by the community.  These 

groups are both producing these weapons and interring them so that the 

individual can maintain their status at death and into the afterlife.   The special 

contexts for individuals with perimortem injuries are probably the result of 

community rituals.   

 

It is harder to ascertain the second criteria of the warfare definition, and it may 

never be possible to say who, exactly, the other group is.   The classical 

sources suggest, however, that there were internal conflicts.  Caesar writes 

“Between Cassivellaunus and the other states there had previously been 

continual warfare, but our arrival frightened the Britons into putting him in 

charge of the entire war effort (Caesar, The Gallic Wars, 5.11).”  The artefact 

and skeletal evidence shows that weapons are being produced from many 

areas of Britain, and that individuals with violent trauma occur in varying 

numbers throughout the regions as well (Whimster 1981).  Additionally, the 

occurrence of hillforts in this region may represent group sponsored defensive 

fortifications.  While they are not likely to be purely defensive in function, the 

hillforts represent a community-sanctioned display of power (both real and 

symbolic) that may be directed at other groups.  They serve as imposing 

structures possibly designed as a reaction to the fear of one’s neighbours 

(Brown 2009: 192) or to dissuade opportunistic raiding.  They may also have 

been used as platforms for ritualized martial display (Armit 2007: 21).  The 

widespread evidence of violence, weapon construction and hillfort use are all 

compelling evidence for inter-group conflict.  Keeley (1996) argues that the 
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most common opponent is a neighbour or trade partner.  The ritualized duelling 

in East Yorkshire may represent intergroup conflict.  Additionally, the possible of 

“war captives” in the pits and isolated burials of Hampshire could also suggest 

the presence of group on group violence.   

 

The last criterion (actual or potential use of lethal force) has been well-

established by the skeletal evidence. Individuals with violence-related injuries 

occur in both regions.  Additionally, the violence is found mostly in males which 

is the demographic one would expect to find involved in conflict and warfare.  

Though there may be differences in the frequency and type of injuries from 

these two regions, they are all the result of actual use of violent force.  

 

8.2.1 What was the nature of warfare during the British Iron Age? 

 

Though it is difficult to assign value to prehistoric artefacts, the swords, 

scabbards and shields show a great deal of craftsmanship (Stead 2006).  The 

production and the elaborate decoration takes significant skill and specialization 

to produce.  These types of weapons may have been restricted in distribution 

and therefore belonged to individuals who were capable of wielding the power 

that these represent.  The low number of individuals with violence-related 

injuries may point to this type of specialized combat reserved for a select few.  

Sword wounds also appear in the south, but those bodies end up in special 

burial contexts.    
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Identifying warrior identity through the mortuary record is difficult for this period.  

It is clear that some individuals are buried with swords and this may point to a 

potential for violence that is part of warrior identity within the community.  

However, the presence of weapons in a burial does not necessarily equal 

evidence for violence (Härke 1990; Robb et al. 2001: 209).  Often only a small 

percentage of sharp-force injuries are visible on the skeleton even in fatal cases 

(Banasr et al. 2003; Milner 2005).  So, while it is not possible to determine 

whether individuals with no traumatic injuries were involved in violent 

encounters, it is also not possible to rule it out if the injuries sustained affected 

on soft tissue.  The individuals receiving weapon burials may have been in 

violent conflicts, but suffered only soft tissue injuries or survived unscathed.  

Perhaps the exact determination of their participation in violence is not 

important because the community perception of their participation is reflected in 

their burial.  Whether or not they were active warriors, violence was a part of 

their identity.  The small number of weapon burials may also indicates that 

regardless of warrior identity, weapons were not a consistent burial inclusion.  

They appear in other contexts, such as votive deposits and hoards, which may 

have been considered a more appropriate method of disposing of them (Stead 

2006).  It could also be that functional swords were handed down and not 

normally interred.   

 

The slingstone injuries present at Suddern Farm, and even the two individuals 

with depressed cranial fractures at Wetwang Slack, may indicate a parallel 

system of combat occurring during this period.  A small, specialized group 
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participating in displays of military prowess, competitions or duelling, may have 

helped to deter or restrict violent interactions to a select few (Giles 2008).  

However, this system may not always have worked.  Tensions may have 

escalated between competing groups, or opportunistic raiders were not 

deterred.  The escalation in fighting or the occasional surprise attack would 

have required additional members of the group be armed for combat.  The 

slingstone injuries may testify to this expanded violence.   

 

8.2.2 How was warfare constructed and negotiated? 

Mortuary behaviour from this period shows patterns indicating that violence had 

a significant effect on society.  The individuals in this study who had perimortem 

evidence for interpersonal violence were primarily buried in special contexts 

such as pits and isolated burials.  A violent death was not a minor occurrence 

for the community as it removed an individual from normal life course events.  

This may suggest that their deaths caused a crisis in the community that 

required special action to redress.  An alternate explanation is that these 

individuals were specifically killed or sacrificed in order to act out the rituals that 

surrounded special depositions.  Even this explanation, however, suggests that 

a violent death had a special meaning and importance to the community.   

 

It is not surprising that a violent death would have a caused community upset, 

because the sudden or unexpected death of an individual can have a significant 

impact on the group.  Involvement in warfare may also increase the potential to 

lose more than one individual.  Demographically those involved are most 
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commonly young adult males (Hussain et al. 1994).  In many non-state-level 

societies, a full 25% of the young males can be mobilized for battle (Keeley 

1996).  A loss of even half of the mobilized males can severely affect the 

functioning of small communities.  Those individuals most likely had other roles 

in society that are then left vacant.  It can also rob a group of an entire breeding 

generation.  This can even force a group to splinter or be absorbed by other 

groups (Bishop & Knüsel 2005).    

 

The ritualization of many aspects of violence during this period may have been 

the way in which the communities exercised control over violent events.  They 

could be directly controlled through ritual displays and duelling, restricting who 

was involved.  If the violent events were larger-scale battles or surprise raids, 

the community could use post-conflict rituals to re-establish control.  Special 

burials and the sacrifice of slaves or captives could be examples of this.  It is 

perhaps these community attempts to negotiate potentially damaging events 

that blur the line between ritual and violence that contribute to many of the 

debates in Iron Age research.   

 

8.2.3 What is the relationship between violence and ritual? 

Ritual symbolism and performance probably permeated life during the Iron Age 

as it does for many societies.  Notions of warfare and ritual are not mutually 

exclusive.  In fact, the very presence of violence-related ritual actually suggests 

that interpersonal violence was a very real part of life.  Victor Turner suggests 

that ritual is used to redress social drama (Turner & Turner 1985; Schechner 
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2006: 76).  There is a breach in social conventions that opens an underlying 

situation or conflict threatening stability.  Once this occurs, there are one or 

more crises that widen the breach and the community or social unit move to 

redress the crisis.  Ritual action is seen as one way in which this redress can 

happen.  Re-integration then follows and closes the breach (Turner & Turner 

1985; Schechner 2006).  Ritual, therefore, can be seen as a mechanism for 

dealing with social crisis.   

 

Rituals can help people deal with difficult transitions, ambivalent relationships, 

hierarchies, and desires that trouble, exceed or violate the norms of daily life 

(Schechner 2006).  This idea is seconded by Wilson (1996: 13) who notes that 

“religions, cults and sects endure great existential intensity during extremes of 

war and other social competition and by domination through the effects of the 

leadership existent (sic).  Thus, generally, behaviour which is ritualized will be 

intensively practised and intensely experienced at such extremes.” 

 

Violence and ritual are very closely linked and may indicate that the swords, 

ramparts, sacrifices and pit depositions are responses to extremes of war and 

social competition.  The violent aspect of ritual performances are a way of 

enacting ritual battles in order to mediate social tension.  But sometimes this 

reasoning is used to argue that warfare does not exist in a real way because it 

is mediated through ritual.  However, it may indicate the exact opposite.  If 

warfare did not exist in a real way, then there would not be a need for the ritual 

mediation and one would expect non-martial symbolic systems.  Bradley (1991: 
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34) says “ritualization is a way of acting which reveals some of the dominant 

concerns of society and a process by which certain parts of life are selected and 

provided with an added emphasis.” 

 

Schechner (2006) uses the example of the pig-kill dancing at Kurumugl in 

Papua New Guinea.  It is a two-day pig-kill ceremony in which pigs are ritually 

slaughtered and then offered as gifts.  However, the offering is staged as a 

mock invasion/raid in which the “invited” guests enter outfitted as warriors and 

dance in opposition to the hosts.  The two sides dance in mock battle.  The 

ceremony ends with speeches that remind the participants that they used to be 

blood enemies (Schechner 2006: 78-79).  The dancing and redistribution of the 

meat takes the place of the raids and very real battles that had occurred 

between the two groups in the recent past.  The violence of the event mimicked 

the violent past.  And though it was mock warfare, it was acted out to mediate 

the very real warfare that had existed between the two groups in the past (ibid.). 

 

Even warrior identity may have been ritualized.  The individual in the chariot 

burial at Wetwang Slack had clearly survived his wounds, but that does not 

necessarily mean that he was unchanged by them.  The 1870 American 

Surgeon General’s report describes the majority of American Civil War soldiers 

as having long-lasting psychological repercussions from their injuries.  They 

recorded unknown disability, fits, mood swings, and violent rages (Barnes 

1870).   The man in the chariot burial may also have suffered some of these 

conditions as a result of his wounds.  This may have affected the way he was 
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viewed by society and how they treated him in life and in death.  It also may 

have influenced his ritual status as there seems to often be a link between 

mental and physical conditions and the shamans or magic-users of the past, as 

is seen in the burial of the Princess of Vix (Knüsel 2002). 

 

The evidence from the British Iron Age seems to fit into this conception of 

intertwined ritual and violence.  The highly stylized decoration of the weaponry, 

the specialized burial treatment for individuals with perimortem trauma, and the 

dual ritual/martial aspects of hillforts, all point to society that heavily ritualized 

warfare and violence.  If ritual performance and ritualization reveal the tensions 

and concerns of society (Bradley 1991: 34), then the groups living during this 

period were clearly preoccupied with violence.   It is for this reason that a 

distinction between “real” violence and ritual is unnecessary.  Whether the array 

of evidence is the result of a ritual process or a martial process is irrelevant, in 

many ways, because it all points to a society that is either actively engaged in 

warfare or actively engaged in preventing warfare through other mechanisms 

like ritual performances.  Either way, violence and warfare has a continued and 

sustained effect on the community that produces very real injuries on individuals 

within it.  
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8.3 The importance of mortuary behaviour in warfare 

studies 

The combination of mortuary data with evidence for trauma has already been 

established as a beneficial approach to understanding warfare in the past 

(Härke 1990; Craig et al. 2005; Redfern 2008a).  Traumatic injuries in isolation 

have the potential for multiple aetiologies (Walker 2001).  Even when 

established as interpersonal violence, there are many forms of interpersonal 

violence that could be confused with warfare.  It is mortuary behaviour that 

helps to provide context to the evidence and allows for higher-level 

interpretations of violence and violent conduct. 

 

The problem lies in determining whether the mortuary context of violence will 

aid in the identification of warfare in the past or whether it actually may serve to 

obscure it from the vantage point of the archaeological record.  This is not an 

easy determination because it is specific to the population under study and is 

not a universal.  There may, however, be parallels between different societies in 

the way that they treat their dead, especially those who die as a result of 

violence. 

 

The cemetery problem 

The data from this thesis have shown that mortuary behaviour does have a 

profound impact on the interpretation of violence patterns.  For the Iron Age of 

Hampshire, the specialized burial practices surrounding violence serve both to 

disguise such individuals within the general population (i.e. the low frequency of 
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perimortem trauma in the cemetery population at Suddern Farm) and to 

highlight it in other areas (i.e. the higher frequency of perimortem trauma in 

pits).  One explanation for this evidence is that there is less interpersonal 

violence in East Yorkshire than in Hampshire.  However, the cemetery 

populations from both areas are remarkably similar.  The other explanation may 

be that the groups living in East Yorkshire had a less archaeologically visible 

way of processing individuals who died as a result of violent encounters, or that 

they were not always recovered for normative burial.   

 

In historical contexts there are traditions in mortuary behaviour that serve to 

either highlight or obscure warfare.  One of these traditions is the use of mass 

graves to bury those fallen in battle.  This is a frequently occurring method of 

disposing of the dead, and it allows for a quick disposal of many bodies and 

does not necessitate the construction of an individual grave for every individual 

(Haglund 2002).  This is particularly important in when there are too many dead 

for the survivors to bury in discreet burials.   

 

There are examples from historical battles, such as the Battle of Towton mass 

grave dating to the War of the Roses.  It was one of the bloodiest battles on 

British soil and casualties have been estimated as high 35,000 people in one 

day (Fiorato 2000: 1).  These individuals would have been from many different 

areas around England and though many of them may have been local, many 

others were not.  It would not have been feasible to carry all of the dead back to 

their homes to be buried in the local cemetery. Instead, most of the individuals 
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were interred in mass graves (ibid. 13).  This practice continued in use into 

modern times with examples like the mass grave in Fromelles, France (Loe & 

Brady 2010).  It is not just combatants that are interred in this way.  Non-

combatant victims can also be buried in mass graves, modern examples being 

the mass graves of the Rwanda massacres (Rogers 2004). 

 

The effects this has on the burial record are significant.  In terms of 

archaeological visibility, this has a two-fold effect.  The first is to create deposits 

that have a concentration of skeletal indicators of violence.  Mass graves will 

contain many individuals showing evidence for interpersonal violence and 

simultaneous burial (Haglund 2002).  This type of deposit can definitively 

indicate the presence of warfare and give some clues to the demography of 

those involved.  In the case of the Towton mass grave those individuals were 

males between 16-45  years old at the time of death with the peak number of 

individuals being 26-35 years at the time of death (Boylston et al. 2000: 53).  It 

can also give clues to the type of weapons used and the way in which 

combatants interacted.  With Towton, researchers were able to match injuries to 

common weapons of the time (Novak 2000: 98).  Researchers were also able to 

show that the severity of the injuries and the concentration of wounds to the 

head and face suggested a ferocity that was not in keeping with the notions of 

martial conduct (code of chivalry) thought to be prevalent at the time (Novak 

2000: 101).  The wounds instead demonstrate a desire to obliterate the identity 

of foes and an overkill that can often be seen in civil wars where the combatants 
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may know each other.  This gives insight into the ways in which battle was 

conducted. 

 

 Another effect that this type of burial has on the archaeological record is to 

remove these individuals from the burials of the remainder of the community. 

The individuals that have been interred in this way are now absent from the 

cemeteries in the communities to which they belonged.  Only the survivors of 

the battles, or perhaps significant elites whose bodies would be returned to their 

home, would be interred in the community burials.  The resulting patterns in the 

cemetery would be a few individuals with perimortem traumatic injuries, several 

with healed traumatic injuries and the majority of individuals without violence-

related injuries.  The loss of community members to distant violence would not 

be visible.  Even if there was a sudden drop in the numbers of young males, the 

long-term cumulative nature of cemetery populations would mask these events 

even in demographic analysis of normative cemetery burials.   

 

What is left in the archaeological record are two distinct types of deposit that 

reveal very different patterns.  One, a mass grave that directly points to warfare 

and the other a long-term cemetery that has very little evidence for violent 

encounters.  For modern and historic periods, this difference can be understood 

because written records document such events and there is better opportunity 

to date such sites to determine if they are contemporaneous.  However, if 

written records and precise dating mechanisms are not present, as is the case 

for the vast majority of prehistoric sites, where mortuary practices may serve to 
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obscure one and highlight the other, the information will be incomplete and the 

resulting picture will either be of a society with endemic violence or one of little 

to no violence. 

 

Mass graves are not the only ways in which individuals involved in violence 

have been separated by differentiated mortuary practice.  Modern examples 

include monuments such as the Tomb of the Unknown Solider in Westminster 

Abbey and the war cemeteries of France and Belgium or the Arlington National 

Cemetery in Washington D.C.  Mass graves can be a convenient method of 

disposing of many bodies at one time without having to move them great 

distances (Haglund 2002).  But convenience is not normally the only motivating 

factor when individuals are selected for separate burials.  Burial is type of ritual 

performance that often serves to resolve the crisis caused by an individual’s 

death amongst the members of the community (Laneri 2007: 4).  Often this 

crisis can be exacerbated by the abnormal nature of a violent death.  In the 

past, resolution of the crisis caused by a violent death could manifest in a 

number of ways.  It might include the deposition of specialized burial goods, a 

particular type of burial position, burial construction, or spatial separation from 

other members of the community to identify an individual as distinct from the 

others (Robb 2007).   

 

A population perspective is needed to establish what a normative treatment of 

the dead is for a group, but it is clear from the evidence presented here that 

warfare and violence may not appear in significant numbers in the normative 
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burial rite.  The violence-related dead seem to occur in special contexts and the 

archaeological visibility of the special depositions biases the likelihood of 

discovery and thus recovery from the archaeological record and interpretation of 

events.   Therefore, it is important to establish a synthesis of data from a period 

that includes analysis of the overall population, so that it is possible to 

distinguish normative from non-normative contexts.  However, the emphasis 

should not be placed on the normative burial to the detriment of non-normative 

burials.  It is in the unusual depositions that evidence for violence is more likely 

to be located. 

 

8.4 Summary 

 

There appears to have been endemic violence during the British Iron Age.  This 

has been shown through the skeletal evidence from a series of sites from 

Hampshire, as well as through the published work at sites such as Maiden 

Castle (Dorset), Danebury (Hampshire), Sutton Walls (Herefordshire) and 

others (Kenyon 1954; Craig et al. 2005; Redfern 2008a).  Though the frequency 

of violent trauma is much less common in East Yorkshire, it is still present and 

suggests that some individuals were active in violent encounters.   

 

The ritual contexts and decoration for many of the weapons finds and hillfort 

sites does not negate the presence of “real” warfare and violent encounters.  

Instead, it suggests that they are present enough to require the use of ritual 

performance to ease social tensions and attempt to resolve crises without 
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potentially lethal violent encounters.  As Giles (2008) suggests for the 

decorative weapons, the designs may serve to protect the warrior or add 

supernatural power to his weapon, or impress his enemy and support a pre-

eminent social position. This violent aspect of ritual action would not be 

necessary if violence was not already present in the society.  Though the 

material from East Yorkshire and Hampshire reveal different patterns of 

violence, they are both heavily ritualized.  The East Yorkshire material is 

ritualized through possible combat performance and Hampshire through special 

context for deposition.   

 


